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The King and the Frog

Alain Chiche ~ Sylvain Diez

A young king meets a frog who claims to be 

under an evil spell—one kiss and blahblahblah…

This story has been told a million times,  

except that in this one, the arrogant, bored king 

refuses to give the time of day to the slimy, ugly frog.

YUCK!
Not now, not ever!

Until…
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Translated by Kevin J M Keane

The King and the Frog

Alain Chiche

Illustrated by Sylvain Diez



Once upon a time, there lived a 
sprightly and charming young king 
who was terribly bored.



One fine morning, the king decides to amuse 
himself by going off to chase butterflies.

On the way, he comes across a frog right in 
the middle of his path.



“Oh, Your majesty!” croaks the frog.

“There I was just looking for a king, and now 
here you are before me in all your magnificence! 
Hooray, hooray, croak!”
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